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A quadruple system of order v, denoted QS(v), is an ordered pair (X, Q;! where X is a set of 
cardinality v and Q is a set of 4-subsets of X called blocks, with the property that every 
3-subset of X is contained in a unique block. The points and planes of the affine geometry 
AG(3,2) for-n a QS(8). We prove that a OS(v) containing a proper subsystem isomorphic to 
AG(3,2) exists if and only if v 3 16 and v = 2 or 4 (mod 6). 
Introduction 
A quadruple system of SBrder I.J, denoted QS(u) is an ordered pair (X, 0) where 
X is a set of cardinality u whose elements are called points, and Q is a set of 
4-subsets of X called blocks. ‘?‘he defining condition for QS(u) is that every set of 
3 distinct points must be contained in a unique block. The affine geometry of 
dimension 3 over GF(2), denoted AG(3,2) is a set of 23 points every pair of 
which are on a line and any 3 distinct points define a unique 4 point plane. Thus 
the points and planes of AG(3,2) form a QS(8). It is not difficult to show that any 
QS(8) must be isomorphic to AG(3,2). 
i‘l quadruple system (X, Q) of order V has a proper subsystem of order ZJ if 
there exist sets x c X and q c Q such that (x, q) is a QS(u) and ZI < V. 
In 1960, Hanani [2] proved that a non-trivial QS(u) exists if and only if v = 2 or 
4 (mod 6). The following lemma gives a further necessary condition for the 
existence of a QS(V) with a proper subsystem of order u. 
Lemma 0.1. If (X, Q) is a QS( V) with a proper subsystem (x, qj of order v then 
2uGV. 
of. Since no block in Q contains precisely three points of rc the number of 
blocks containing precisely two points of x is $(V- II)@. Hence the number of 
blocks containing precisely one point of x is $J(‘~‘;~) - (V- u)(i)]. The result 
follows because this quantity must be non-negative. q 
In this paper we show that the necessary conditions for the existence of QS(u) 
with a proper subsystem of order 8 are also sufficient. 
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1. The recursion 
The construction of QS( V) with subsystems of order 8 is done recursively, using 
the following results. 
timma 1.1. If there exists a QS( V) with a proper s&system of order II, and if there 
exists a QS(v) with a subsystem of order 8, then there exists a QS( V) with a proper 
subsystem of order 8. 
Proof. Omitted. 
Theorem 1.2 (Hanani [21,. If there exists a QS( u), then there exists a QS(3u - 2) 
with a proper subsystem of order U. 
A. constructive proof is given in [2, section 3.21; a different construction is also 
given in [B]. 
Tbmrem 1.3 (Hartman [4]). If there exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of order 
II 2 2 and V= 2v (mod 6), then there exists a QS(3 V- 2v) with a subsystem of 
order V. 
A proof is given in [4], we give two examples of this constructkn in Section 2 
bdOW. 
Theorem 1.4 (Hartman [5]). If there exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of order v 
d&d T/ zz? 1; ZE 2 (mod 6), then there exists a QS(3V - 2~) with a subsystm of order 
V. 
A proof is contained in [5] and an example of this construction is given in 
Section 2 below. 
Theoaem 1.5. If there exists 62 QS(V) with. Q sdxpfem of order 8 for each 
V E {Z6,28,32,34,38,40}, then there exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of order 8 
for ail! V= 2 or 4 (mod 6) with V% 16. 
Fm- PO + v I= 
a u- ,L-_ 2 or 4 (mod 6) define ~1~ functions s( V> and v(V) as follows 
2 if V=2 (mod 18), 
1 if V=4 (imod l$), 
SW= I 2 if V=8 (mod l$), 1 if V=10 (mod 18), 8 if V= 14. (mod 18), 4 if V= 16 (mod 18), 
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and let u(V) = $[ V+ 2s( v)]. Then for each Va 16 there exists a QS( V) with a 
subsystem of order u(V), using Theorem 1.2 when V= 4 or 10 (mod 18), 
Theorem 1.3 when V= 8,14 or 16 (mod 18) and Theorem 1,4 when V= 2 
(i;Ilud i SJ. ence if V = 16,20 or 22 there exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of 
order 8. For 26~ V-4540 the result follows by hypothesis, and if V> 40 there 
exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of order ;l([ V) 2 16. Applying Lemma 1.1 to this 
system yields the result by induction. Note that when V = 14 (mod I$), Theorem 
I.3 requires that the system of order u(V) have a subsystem of order 8; this 
condition is satisfied by the introduction hypothesis ince 26 G u(V) < V. Cl 
In this section we show that for each VE (26,28,32,34,38,40) there exists a 
QS( V) with a subsystem of order 8. 
Theorem 2.1. .lf there exists a QS( V) wirh a subsystem of order v, then there exists 
a QS(2V) with a stabsystern of order 2~. 
A proof of this standard result may be found in [4]. 
C~H&BY 2.2. I’ V ~[28,32,40), then there exists a QS( V) with a subsystem of 
order 8. 
Proof;. Q;:adru@e systems of orders 14,16 and 20 exist, and each contains many 
subsystems of order 4. Cl 
To complete the proof or our major result we now give constructions for 
quadruple systems of orders 2634 and 38 with subsystems of orders 8. The 
methods used are a combination of the constructions Eor Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 
with the standard oubling construction mentioned in theorem 2.1. 
Co~~~&uction 2.3. A QS(26) with a subsystem of order 8. 
Let (X, Q) be a QS(l0) such that 
and [0 2 4 61~ 0. Such a system may be construckd by renaming the points of the 
unique QS(lU) in the appropriate manner. We shall construct (X’, @)--a QS(26) 
with a subsystem of order 8 as follaws: 
Let X’ = (wO, mI} U (4 : x E iii&, i E Z,), and for each i E Z, define the embedding 
hi z X + X’ by 
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Also let F1, F,, F3, F4, F5 be the following sets of pairs from Zs 
Fl= {LO 21[4 6][1 3][5 71), 
E;z=ICO 41 E2 6lC1 51 II3 7D, 
Fz=@ 61[2 41[1 71[3 5l’h 
F4=([0 31[2 5j[4 7][6 13, 
Fs = {[O 5][2 71[4 l] [6 3n. 
We may now define Q’ as the union of the sets Q*, 6, p and # defined below. 
Q” = {[AiX Aiy hiz Ait]: [X y z t]E Q, i E Z,}, 
fi=([mj ~0 ~1 zJ: x+y+z=j(mod8),j==O, 1}, 
p = {[xi (x + l)i yi_+.l Zi+J: x + y + z E 2i + 2 (mod 8), i = 0, 1,2}, 
& = Rxi Yi %+I li+,]:[x y]E&[z t]EF,,iEZ3,j=l,2 ,..*, 5). 
It is easily checked that (X’, Q’) is a QS(26) and that the eight points x = 
10, 2. 4. fjo Or Z1 41 6,) form a subsystem of order 8, with 2 blocks in Q* and 
12 blocks in 4. Cl 
Using a similar method we now construct a QS(34) with a subsystem of order 8. 
Cm~truction 2.4. A QS(34) with a subsystem of order 8. 
Let (X, Q) be a QS(14) with X = (mo, ml, m2, 003) U Zlo and containing the two 
quadruple [oog, ml, m2, 00~1, [0 1 2 31 E Q. Such a system exists since any QS(l4) 
contains two disjoint blocks. 
As abosre let X’ = @Q~, ml, oo2, 003) U (q : x E Zlo, i E Z3} and define the embed- 
dings Ai analogously. Let G1, G2, . . . , G7 be the following sets of pairs from ZIo 
G1 ={P U2 31L4 5lC6 91 L-7 811, 
G2 = W 23 Cl 3114 71 II5 61 II8 9% 
G3={[0 31D 21P 6115 8117 91), 
G4 ={[O 91 Cl 81 C2 41 C3 61[5 711, 
G5 = {[0 81 [l 9] [2 5][3 4][6 7J), 
G6=#0 71lIl 4112 91 iI3 5lC6 811, 
G7 - {[O 51 [l 6][2 71[3 8][4 91). 
As in the previous construction we define Q’ to bc the union of the sets Q”, 8, p 
and C#J defined below 
Q* = ([AiX Aiy AiZ Ait]: [X 3’ Z t]E Q, i E &), 
S={[ao x0 y, z2]:x+y+z=3(mod LO)} 
U{[O”i X0 yl ZJ: x+ y +Z = 6 + i (nod llO), i - 1,2,3}, 
p ={[q (X +4)i yi+l Zi+J: x + y + z G i (mod lo), i = 0, 1,2), 
4 ={[q yi Zi+l ti_+l]: [X, Y]E Gi, [Z, t]~ Gj, i E 23, ,i = 192, s l l 3 7). 
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It is easily checked that (X’, Q’) is a QS(34) with a subsystem of order 8 on the 
points (0 00001111* 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 } q 
Cca~sbnrtion 2.5. A QS(38) with a subsystem of order 8. 
We begin by constructing a QS( 14) on the point set X = (cQ~, 00~) Z12 
ml}U {q: x E &, i E 2,) and define the 
embeddings Ai : X ---, X’ by analogy with the embeddings in Construction 2.3. Let 
H1, II2 be the following sets of pairs from &. 
H1 ={[0 3][6 91 [l 4][7 101 L-2 5][8 113), 
&=([O 9][3 6][1 10][4 7][2 ll][S 8n. 
We :;hall define Q’ to be the union of the sets Q”, 6, p, 4 and x defined below. 
Q” = {[hix Aiy Aiz &t]: [x, y, Z, t]E Q, i E Z,), 
S=([mj x0 y, zJ: x+y+z=6+j(mod 12)j=O, 1}, 
p={[x, (x+S)~ y, q]: x+y+z=O(mod 12)) 
U([& (Xi’5)i yi+l 2 i+J:xfyfzl2+i(modl2),i=l,2), 
4 =(1X; Yi 4+1 ti+ll: Ix9 YlE Hj9 II5 tlE Hj, i = 19 2)- 
The set x (for I-Ianani) is the union of the sets of blocks L4- L3 defined in 
Hanani’s construction, [2], of a QS(38). For completeness we list them below. 
L~bLs=(C(h_2X)i (-h-2X), (X +3E)i+l (X_3E)i+Z]: X E 212, 
i E Z3, h = 1,2, E = 0, 1}, 
L6 \J L7 =([(2k -2X)i (k -2s.C)i (X fIS~)i+l (X -3~ -3k)i+,]: X E 212, 
i E Z,, k = f 1, E = 0, 1}, 
LB={[yi (y+6), (y+3E)i+\ (y+3E+6)i+l]: y=O, 1,***,5, 
i E Z,, E = 0, l), 
Lg U LlO =([(2y + 1 + r)i (2y + 5 - r)i (2y + 3E)i’ (2y + 3E + 6)r.j: 
y=O,l,..., 5, id& i’d&--{i), e =0, 1, y =O, 11, 
L1*UL12ULp3=([Xj (X+2’)i (X+3m)i+l (X+3m+2’)i+1]:xEZ12, 
i E 23, j = 0, 1,2, riz = 0, 1,2,3). 
A detailed proof that (X’, Q’) is a QS(38) may be found in [S]. Notice that the 
blocks [O, 3. ejO go] and [O, 3, 6, gl] belong to Q*. The blocks 
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are members of &. And the blocks 
are members of I_,*. 7%~. i;X’, Q’) contains a subsystem of order 8 on the points 
cd, 30 & 90 O1 31 6, 9r). III 
Combining the necessary conditions from Hanani’s result and Lemma 0.1 with 
the results contained in Theorem 1.4, Corlollary 2.2 and Constructions 2.3,2.4 
and 2.5 we obtain the following. 
Theorem 2.6. A quadruple system of order TV with a proper sybsysfem of order 8 
exists if and only if u =2 or 4 (mod6B and ~316. 
3. Concluuling remarks 
Han,ani’s original proof [a], that a QS(U) exists for all II = 2 or 4 (mod 6), 
contains six recursive constructions and three direct constructions. The results 
mentioned in this paper show that this theorem may be derived u&g only four 
recursive constructions (Theorems 1.2,1.3, l-4 and 2.1) and five dkect construc- 
tions (QS( lo), QS( 14), Constructions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). The only other proof of 
Hanani’s result is contained in Hanani’s own paper [3], where he uses four 
recursive constructions and six direct constructions. We also note that a different 
construction of a QS(26) with z+. subsystem of order 8 is given in section 3.5 of [2]. 
Doyen and Wilson [ 1] have shown that a Steiner triple system of order W with a 
subsystem of order v exists if and only if V 2 2v + 1 and both orders V and v are 
congruent to 1 or 3 (mod 6). An analogous result for quadruple systems would be 
the following: 
Conjecture 3.1. A QS( V) with a subsystem of order v exists if and only if V* 2~ 
and both V and v are congruent to 2 or 4 (mod 6). 
The:lorem 2.6 establishes the truth of this; conjecture when t, = 8. Similar 
methods may be used to give the following partial result for o = 10 and other 
partial results for higher values of U. 
. If there exist quadruple systems of crders 32 and 38 with subsystems 
of order 10, &en there exist QS( v) with subsywms of order IO for all Va 20 and 
V=- 2 or 4 (plod 6). 
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